PressureTrace II
Operation And Instruction Manual
Recreational Software, Inc.

WARNING: PressureTrace II does not duplicate SAAMI/CIP test methods and is not
a replacement for SAAMI/CIP safety tests. PressureTrace II will help evaluate small
arms ammunition but should not be used to determine ammunition safety.
Hand loading for firearms can be dangerous. Never exceed the maximum powder
charge indicated by the powder and/or bullet manufacturer. Recreational Software,
Inc. accepts no liability resulting from the improper use of this product, use of a
firearm or improper hand loading. Installation of the software included with this
system constitutes acceptance of these terms.
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Introduction
PressureTrace II is a single channel high-speed device designed to capture the pressures produced by firearm
ammunition, in real time, than display it on your computer screen.
Strain gages have been used for this purpose before but the products only captured peak pressure or had a
sample rate so low they offered little diagnostic value. PressureTrace II captures data with sufficient detail to
see small shot to shot variations that cause “flyers”.
You will be able to observe minute changes to the shape of the pressure curve caused by component selection,
bore fouling, seating depth, neck tension, etc. and how the changes alter energy delivered by a load, the rise
time to peak pressure, bullet exit timing, and more. PressureTrace II will help find the optimum load for a
firearm, improve loads, and identify reasons a load does not work. PressureTrace II is not designed to
determine what is a safe load or duplicate SAAMI/CIP pressures. Always remain under the safe maximum
powder charge recommended in a reputable load manual.

What Makes It Work
The PressureTrace II system consists of a control module connected between a strain gage (which is glued to
your barrel) and a PC (not included). The PC runs software that displays pressure curves (much like an
oscilloscope), provides tools to help analyze data, and controls the module.
Strain gages are not new. They were invented in
1938 and are now in many products from digital
scales to vehicles and a common item in most
laboratories. Strain gages are simply a small piece
of polymer material with very fine conductor
loops on the surface.
As the gage is deformed. it is stretched; which
reduces the diameter of the conductor and changes
electrical resistance.
Strain gages are designed for specific applications
so the change to current flow is directly
proportional to the strain (amount of stretch)
placed on the gage.
The PressureTrace II module samples current flow
through the gage 300 times per shot, stores the
data in a memory buffer, and downloads it to a PC
where it is plotted.
Ten shots can be superimposed and compared onscreen, saved to disk for later use, statistically
analyzed, etc.
Gage manufacturers supply a “gage factor”
number to indicate sensitivity. This number
provides a way to calculate a value called
“microstrains” and eventually pressure.
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For example, if a 1 meter long bar stretches to 1.000002 m, the strain is defined as 2 microstrains.
Two microstrains applied to a gage with gage factor of 2 produces a fractional resistance change of
(2x2)10-6 = 4x10-6, or 4 µ.
The gage factor GF is therefore defined as:
Where:
RG is the resistance of the undeformed gage.
R is the change in resistance caused by strain, and is strain.
From the above one can see how it is possible to determine the expansion of a barrel using strain gages. A 3006 barrel with diameter of 1.195” has a circumference of 3.723”. When pressure inside the barrel chamber is
sufficient to apply 1 microstrain of “stretch,” the circumference of the barrel will increase approximately 3.75
millionths of an inch (.00000375 “).
The strain gage has a resistance at rest of 350 ohms so with a gage factor of 2.10, if the gage were “stretched”
.00000375 inches, the resistance will increase as follows:
( ( (1 microstrain / 1000000) x 350 ohms ) x 2.10 ) = 0.000735 ohms
A standard ohmmeter cannot measure resistance this small so a circuit called a Wheatstone bridge is employed.
The bridge circuit produces output voltage directly proportional to the change in resistance of the strain gage.
It is then passed through instrumentation amplifiers and an analog to digital converter so that the
microcontroller chipset can store, then report digitized values to the PC.
Data collected to this point would only be useful for “relative shot to shot comparisons and must be converted
to actual pressure values for comparison to other kinds of instrumentation, published references and/or
calibration ammo. Normally a lab would simply pass output from the Wheatstone bridge to a digital
oscilloscope (costing thousand of dollars) and engineers or technicians would then turn the raw data into a
more useable form. The PressureTrace II software does this for you.
Getting Pressure From Current Flow
Ammunition is always tested to measure the “total” pressure produced by a round. With a strain gage mounted
on the outside of a barrel the “total” pressure is actually held by two containers, the barrel and brass cartridge.
A brass cartridge alone can hold anywhere from 3,000 to 7,000 PSI. If calculations were only made for what
the barrel is holding, “total” pressure would be understated by this amount.
Therefore, two calculations are required; a thick wall pressure vessel calculation for the barrel steel and a thin
wall pressure vessel calculation for the cartridge brass. The result is total pressure contained by the chamber
and cartridge combination. This method of measuring pressure is highly accurate providing chamber
dimensions are correct, the barrel steel’s metallurgy is normal and the gage is properly glued to the barrel
surface at least 1/4 inch away from metal of different or interfering thickness.
Note: Modern SAAMI and CIP tests use piezo transducer systems suitable for high volume
commercial labs. They understand every firearm will produce different pressures due to normal wear
and production variation so SAAMI/CIP test protocols are designed to error on the side of safety. A
“tight” test barrel can produce pressures 5,000 to 7,000 PSI higher than might be achieved in a
standard production barrel. . . . or even higher if compared to a well-worn production barrel.
For those who believe we are misspelling the word “gage”, “gage” and “gauge” are sometimes used
interchangeably but “gauge” is reported not correct for this application. A “Gauge” is a tool used to
measure something, and “gage” is an actual measure. Output from a strain “gage” is a recognized
measure (microstrains) and probably why this spelling is used by the manufacturer and most engineers.
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Getting Started
Step 1

Establish A Bluetooth Pairing Link

PressureTrace II uses a Bluetooth radio to communicate between the PressureTrace II module and computer.
The computer can be equipped with either an internal Bluetooth radio or USB “dongle”.
The PressureTrace II Bluetooth radio has a 10 meter range or the same as most laptops equipped with internal
Bluetooth. Module numbers under 1000 had a 100 meter range radio with higher power consumption. Each
module is programmed with an identifying number to ensure there is no cross-talk with other PressureTrace II
systems and to identify specific modules when pairing to Bluetooth.
The PressureTrace II program cannot communicate with the module until you establish a Bluetooth connection
from your PC. PressureTrace II software should not be running for this step.
Add batteries to the module and turn it on. Use your normal method of adding a Bluetooth device via the
Bluetooth taskbar icon
or control panel. Current computers running Windows 10 should complete the
process by simply clicking OK/Continue/Next through all the prompts. If the automatically assigned
“Security Code” does not work, try over riding it with “1234” or reboot the computer then try again.
Note: Drivers should already be installed on any PC equipped with Bluetooth. Bluetooth drivers
are NOT installed with the PressureTrace II program. If you have issues getting Bluetooth to work,
reinstalling the PressureTrace II software will not help. Everything Bluetooth, from installation of driver
updates to creation of Bluetooth pairing links and com port assignments are controlled by the Windows 10
operating system.
The Bluetooth service used by PressureTrace is “SPP” (serial port profile) for high speed data
transmission. If you open your Device Manager after linking to PressureTrace, one or two com ports
should be listed under “Ports”. Make note of the com port number(s) assigned to the PressureTrace II
module by Windows for use later.
Old Toshiba drivers may offer an automatic com port assignment for use by all Bluetooth Devices.
Do not use this feature and instead select the “custom” com port assignment option, or try replacing
the Toshiba drivers with generic Microsoft drivers.
Some third party Drivers may have security settings to encrypt data transfer through the com port.
This feature should be disabled.
A document “Bluetooth Install.pdf” on the CD and in your Documents\PressureTrace Files folder
offers additional help. The most recent information about Bluetooth driver issues will be available on
the PressureTrace support page at www.shootingsoftware.com/ptsupport.htm.
Add Bluetooth to any PC not so equipped. This is a typical Ebay listing for a USB Bluetooth Dongle.
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Step 2

Configure The Program

If you have not yet done so, insert the software CD and install the PressureTrace II program.
Turn on the PressureTrace module and launch the
program. Select either the [Setup/Configure the
Program] menu or click the [Configure Program]
button to open this window.
All available com ports will be listed in a pop-up
menu to the left. If this is the first time Windows has
configured com ports, there may be just two on Com
3 and Com 4. One port is typically for incoming data
and the other for outgoing. The port selection in the
PressureTrace software should be assigned to the
“outgoing” port. (See your Windows 10 Settings,
Bluetooth & other Devices, More Bluetooth Options,
Com Ports tab.)
Select a com port and if you are not going to use English measures select the appropriate buttons, then click
[Done]. The window will close and in seconds the message field at the bottom of the main program window
will display “Press Shoot When Ready.”

If “PressureTrace II Unit Not Connected” is displayed instead, you have selected the wrong com port. Return
to step 2 and try a different com port. Bluetooth preferences should be set to allow devices to “discover” your
computer so the pairing will automatically start if you boot the PC with the module turned on.
Note: Some USB dongles may assign new Com port(s) if moved to a different USB port. It is
therefore advisable to always insert the dongle into the same USB port.
Bluetooth can be used to create a wireless network between computers. Some third party
firewall security will block or slow Bluetooth communication unless the PressureTrace II
program is added to a list of approved programs (exceptions) that is allowed to communicate
with the PC.
Your com port choice is saved in a file located in Documents/PressureTrace Files named
PTII.ini and is used for all future launches of the program. If for some reason you change
Bluetooth hardware or re-pair to the module and change the com port you will need to revise
this setting. The PTII.ini file also stores all your barrel definitions you enter in Step 5.
Default installations of Windows 10 hides .ini files as “secret” system files. To see or open
the file you much change your “folder view options” system settings.
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Step 3 - Test Operation And Gage
At this time you may test the system with a strain gage assembly that has not yet been glued to a barrel. We
have never received a bad strain gage from Vishay Micromeasurements, but this step will confirm the gage and
system is working.
1) Plug the gray gage cable into the PressureTrace II “Strain Gage” panel port. Turn the locking ring
clockwise to secure the cable.
2) Click the [Barrel Settings] button and select the barrel named “Test Gage.”
3) Remove one of the small heat-sealed clear plastic envelopes containing a strain gage. Cut the end off
the envelope with scissors. Slide the gage out of the envelope until the white connector is exposed.
Never touch the gage surface with your fingers. Finger oils will contaminate the surface and
prevent a good glue bond.

4) Plug the gage cable into the assembly while it is still partially in the envelope. Note the plugs only
properly mate and snap together one way.
5) Set the PressureTrace program sensitivity (trigger) level to 10 via the [Set Sensitivity] button.
6) Hold the end of the strain gage and cable between your thumb and forefinger without removing the
gage from the plastic envelope.

7) Press the program’s [Shoot] button. If the connections are good, the system will display “Calibrating”
then “Waiting For A Shot.” If the system says “Strain Gage Not Connected” use the provided Test
Gage Pen to confirm continuity to the end of the strain gage cable. The test gage pen contains a 350
ohm resistor to simulate a strain gage plugged into the gray cable. If the system calibrates with the
test gage pen but not with the strain gage assembly, there is a problem with the strain gage assembly.
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8) Grip the plug end of the strain gage
assembly while it is still enclosed in its
plastic envelope and use the index finger of
your other hand to lightly “flick” the
exposed end of the gage assembly. This will
bend the gage and change current resistance.
You should get traces on the computer
screen indicating the gage is working. The
gage assemblies are durable but do not bend
the gage sufficiently to permanently “kink”
the substrate material. This could change
the gage factor value and affect pressure
results.
This test will not produce traces that look like a real shot, but will produce low level traces at the bottom of the
screen or an obvious “bump/squiggle” showing the resistance is changing and everything is working.
If continuing low level traces appear at the bottom of the window or an error occurs when you are not
“flicking” the gage assembly, the sensitivity level is too low. The larger the sensitivity number, the greater the
resistance change needed before the test is accepted as a valid shot. If the sensitivity is too low, the system can
continue picking up slight bending of the gage or movement of connections. If too many false traces occur the
module memory buffer will fill to its limit and produce the error. Increase the sensitivity number until each
light “flick” of your finger produces a single trace.
If everything is working to this point you are ready to install a gage assembly and define your barrel(s).
Note: If the system does not finish calibration and hangs, check your connections. Slight
corrosion on contacts can cause current flow through the gage to be unstable. Pushing plugs in
and out several times will often clear the problem. The “Test Gage Pen” provided will help
confirm continuity to the end of the gage cable. Click [End Shots], connect the test gage pen and
click [Shoot]. If the system completes calibration and displays “Waiting For A Shot” the cable is
OK and loss of continuity is in the strain gage assembly.
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Step 4 - Strain Gage Installation
For this application the ideal placement of a strain
gage is as close to the center of the largest part of the
cartridge body as possible. This is typically an area
without taper so the gage will glue perpendicular to
the bore line and is not affected by metal of different
thickness.
Unfortunately, placement in this location is not always possible if the
action is equipped with a barrel nut (Savage or AR with tube) and/or the
cartridge is so short it barely protrudes from the receiver. Satisfactory
results can be achieved even if the gage is glued over the case mouth but
it should be at least ¼ inch (7mm) away from metal of different thickness.
A firearm is actually a sealed but dynamic system until the bullet exits at
the muzzle. Pressure inside the barrel and behind the bullet is
“theoretically” the same no matter where the gage is located. Obviously a
gage located too far down the barrel would mean there is no pressure to
read until the bullet passes under the gage and you would miss the first
part of the pressure curve. NATO labs and some CIP countries actually
collect pressure at the case mouth to eliminate having to determine the
pressure held by the brass cartridge.
The mid point of the strain gage is always the point where Inside Diameter, Outside Diameter, and Case
Thickness measurements are made. This serves to equalize slight misalignment of the gage but if it is off more
than 10 degrees from perpendicular to the bore, the gage will not accurately reflect true barrel expansion.
Calibration against a load of known pressure can still compensate for this error so the gage might be used.
The strain gage can be mounted anywhere “around” a barrel and does not have to be directly on top. Indeed,
cable connections are more convenient if the gage assembly connector plug is nearer the top of the barrel.
There should be enough open expansion space to prevent the gage from being “pinched” by the stock or action
bedding.
NOTE: Strain gages are designed to read strain on only one axis. Gluing the gage so it is in line with the bore
will not work. It MUST be glued AROUND the barrel to measure chamber expansion.
The gage assembly plug can be pointed to the right or left side of the firearm. Most right-handed users prefer
to run the cable under the rifle where it is then tied with the supplied Velcro strap to the fore end, then plugged
into the left side. Others prefer to run the cable under the firearm, over the top of the scope so they can plug
into the right side and secure the cable to the scope. The orientation of the plug will depend on your
ambidexterity, if left or right handed, how you position yourself at the bench, etc.

Strain Gages
PressureTrace II will work with any standard 350 ohm, 5 volt rated strain gages designed for steel. Mating
connectors are available for those who have access to their own gages and choose to build their own
assemblies. Our completed assemblies are convenient because they do not require soldering and are extremely
durable.
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Adhesives
Strain gage manufacturers specify adhesives for the type of gage and how/where it will be used. These
recommendations vary from acrylic to urethane, cyanoacrylate and epoxy. Some strain gages can even be
welded. For firearms the adhesive must be durable enough to withstand the violent expansion and contraction
of the barrel and normal heating so the choices can be narrowed to two, Epoxy or a cyanoacrylate (a specially
formulated Super Glue).
Epoxies that set in 5 minutes or “instant” Super Glue cyanoacrylates will not withstand the expansion of a rifle
barrel and are therefore inappropriate for this application. Only slow setting epoxies (typically two hours) will
remain sufficiently flexible to avoid cracking. This greatly complicates installation because pressure must be
held on the gage for the 2+ hours to avoid air bubbles while ensuring it stays properly positioned.
The cyanoacrylate we supply may be the best choice for convenience of installation, resistance to heat and
longevity of function. The glue we provide is a gel equivalent to Loctite 401, a none-blooming glue that does
not crack and has sufficient viscosity to fill shallow voids. Loctite 401 is distributed through machinist or
electronic supply outlets.
Cyanoacrylate adhesives are air-catalyzed meaning once a tube has been opened and air enters it will start
going bad. Unopened tubes that are refrigerated have an indefinite shelf life. Squeezing the air out of an
opened tube, then storing in a refrigerator will extend the glues shelf life to perhaps 4 months. Opened tubes
of cyanoacrylate will go bad in two months or less depending on how much air has entered the tube and
ambient heat.

Adhesive Alternatives
Cyanoacrylate Specifications:
Temperature Range:
Tensile Shear Strength:
Gap Fill:
None-blooming

-65F to 180F
2500 PSI
3 to 5 thousandths

Standard Clear Two Part Epoxy Specifications:
Non-corrosive
Slow setting
More viscous is preferred
Armstrong A-12
An excellent, though more expensive and hard to find glue is Armstrong A-12. A two-tube set of epoxy with
mixing cups and wooden stirring sticks costs about $45. You could probably attach 100 strain gages with the
kit.
JB Weld - Two Part Epoxy With Metal Filler
Some users have reported success with slow setting JB Weld two part epoxy. Unlike common epoxies, JB
Weld is thicker and easier to use than regular epoxy but pressure must still be applied to the gage for several
hours to avoid air bubbles. Be careful that you do not allow the J-B Weld to come into contact with
uninsulated wiring. It does, in fact, contain conductive metallic powder.
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Attaching A Strain Gage Assembly With Cyanoacrylate
1.

Locate the position on the barrel you wish to mount the strain gage. It should be over the
mid point of the chamber, oriented so it will wrap "Around The Barrel" parallel to the front
of the receiver. The white plug will be pointing to either side and high enough on the barrel
to make an easy cable connection.
The sides of the strain gage (visible through the acetate carrier) should be no closer than ¼
inch from the front of the receiver (or recoil lug) or shoulder of the cartridge. If you are not
sure where the shoulder is located, insert a fired case into the chamber and close the action.
Push a cleaning rod into the barrel against the inside of the case head and mark the rod at the
muzzle. Remove the fired case from the action and use the case, rod and muzzle mark to
check the gage location on the barrel. If you cannot locate the gage on the main cartridge
body you will need to locate the gage over the mouth of the cartridge.

2.

Clean the selected location with acetone followed by the supplied alcohol wipe. Acetone is
available at most hardware stores near paint thinner and mineral spirits. Acetone will help
remove any Teflon contaminates from the barrel.

3.

Remove the entire strain gage assembly (Plug, wires, carrier acetate and gage) from its
packaging while being careful not to touch the underside of the assembly. Finger oils are a
contaminant that may prevent a good bond.

4.

Spread a light film of adhesive on the entire underside surface of the gage assembly using
the supplied toothpick as a spreader.

5.

Place the strain gage assembly in position. Apply pressure directly over the strain gage and
the white connector. Wax paper will help prevent gluing your finger to the barrel. Hold
pressure on the gage for at least two minutes. Longer if it is cold.

6.

Wait 24 hours for the adhesive to cure before using the firearm.
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Step 5 - Enter Barrel Definition(s)
Before heading to the range you will need to define your barrel(s).
Once a strain gage is glued to a barrel, it cannot be removed without damage and remains permanently
associated with a specific barrel. The PressureTrace II program stores information about the barrel and gage
needed to calculate pressures in a menu with a name you define.
Communication with the PressureTrace module via Bluetooth is required to enter barrel definitions. Launch
the PresureTrace II software if it is not running. If your Bluetooth preferences are set to allow devices to
discover the computer, the device pairing will automatically start. A good Bluetooth connection is confirmed
in the message field at the bottom of the main program window with “Press Shoot When Ready.”

If Bluetooth fails, return to steps 1 – 2. Check your Bluetooth device pairing, com port and confirm devices
can discover the PC and automatically connect.
As soon as the program displays “Press Shoot When Ready” select either the [Setup/Barrel Settings] menu or
click the [Barrel Setup] button in the PressureTrace program to open this window.

Define A New Barrel
Press the [New Barrel] button. An entry box will request a
name for the barrel. Commas, semicolons, colons or tabs
in a barrel name will be replaced with a period character.
Enter required information into the appropriate fields the
click

Required Minimal Barrel Information
The program requires certain minimal information about a barrel to calculate pressures. A red asterisk marks
this information. Additionally, for safety, you should immediately enter the data for a verification load that
will be used to confirm that the gage continues to read correctly after calibration.
Barrel Name (something you can easily identify later)


Gage Factor - supplied with the strain gage to define microstrain calculations



Chamber Dimensions – defines thick wall and thin wall vessel dimensions
Barrel OD
Chamber ID
Case Wall Thickness



Gage Verification Load Information – used to confirm calibration long term
Factory - Ammo Manufacturer Type and Weight
Hand Load - Also Description of Components
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Information Needed For Optimum Barrel Timing Calculations
Optimum Barrel Timing calculations require a different set of entries. A blue asterisk marks this information.


Chamber Dimensions – basis for bore friction calculations
Bullet Diameter



Effective Barrel Length – defines bullet distance of travel to the muzzle
Overall barrel length
Cartridge case length

Optional Information
Space is also provided for more detailed information about your Gage Verification Load. See the Verification
Loads segment under Barrel Settings later in this document.
Pressing the [Barrel Notes] button will open a text editor used to record information about the barrel.
The Pressure Correction Factor is determined by firing ammunition with a known pressure value in PSI.
Leave this entry blank until you need a pressure correction. See Pressure Correction Factor under Barrel
Settings later in this document.

Importance of Accurate Measurements
Of all the barrel definitions, chamber OD and ID dimensions are the most critical to obtaining correct pressure
readings.
The Barrel Outside Diameter (OD) is the simplest measurement to make. Just make sure that the
measurement is made on a line bisecting the strain gage.
The Chamber Inside Diameter (ID) will require a little more effort unless you already have a chamber
casting or own an appropriate inside micrometer. Here are a few ways to measure the chamber ID in order of
preference.






A product called Cerrosafe is available from Brownell’s to make chamber castings. The alloy melts
at a temperature below that of boiling water, shrinks when it first solidifies so it can be easily knocked
out of the chamber and can be used over and over. An identical alloy is available from
www.rotometals.com at lower cost, listed as a product for chamber casting.
Measure the chamber ID with a good inside micrometer at the point where the gage is located.
Add .002” to the outside diameter of well fire formed brass at the point of strain gage placement.
If you have brass that has been fired only once or twice, measure the outside diameter of the brass at
the point corresponding to the strain gage location, and add .005" to .006". Do not try to make this
measurement with resized or new brass. Use brass fired at least one time.

The Barrel OD and Chamber ID measurements should always correspond to the center of the strain gage to
help eliminate the affect of any misalignment.
Case Wall Thickness measurements are more important than many think, unless you are shooting a shotgun
or muzzle loader in which case you would simply enter zero. A brass cartridge can hold from 7% to 13% of
the total pressure produced by a modern center fire cartridge.
This is a formula used to calculate pressure held by the brass.
Pressure Contained = (CaseWallThickness X BrassYieldStress) / (ChamberID / 2)
Where: BrassYieldStress is equal to 63000
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This formula is derived from the Lame formula for thin walled pressure vessels. A source for Mssr. Lame's
calculation is "Mechanics of Materials," Laurson and Cox, Wiley and Sons, 1938. The Lame formulas for
both thin walled pressure vessels and thick walled pressure vessels may be found in many reference books or
on the Internet.
In order to appreciate the pressures contained by the cartridge case, below are some actual examples for 30-06
brass. DO NOT use these dimensions for your barrel. They are for comparison purposes only. Your barrel,
gage location, and brass thickness will be different.

30-06 Springfield
Chamber ID = .460" (.455" + .005")
Case Manufacturer

Case Thickness

Pressure Contained

Winchester

.020"

5478 PSI

Remington

.022"

6026 PSI

Federal

.024"

6574 PSI

Fabrique Nationale

.025"

6848 PSI

308 Winchester
Chamber ID = .462" (.457" + .005")
Case Manufacturer

Case Thickness

Pressure Contained

Federal

.018"

4909 PSI

Foreign Military

.020"

5455 PSI

223 Remington
Chamber ID = .360" (.358" + .002")
Case Manufacturer

Case Thickness

Pressure Contained

Norma

.014"

4900 PSI

Lake City 69

.012"

4200 PSI
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Step 6 - Capture Actual Pressure Data
Before you shoot it is assumed you have properly located and glued a strain gage to the barrel, created a
Bluetooth link to the module and entered definitions for your barrel(s) as described previously.

1) Position The Equipment
Position your rifle on the shooting bench as you would normally, align your chronograph screens, adjust the
front rest, etc. Place the PressureTrace II module on the bench and connect the gray gage cable between the
module and strain gage assembly. Use the provided Velcro strap to secure the cable to the rifle stock or scope
with a short relief loop between the gage assembly and Velcro strap. This helps prevent disconnections from
recoil during a shot. Make sure the gage cable cannot hook on anything when the rifle recoils.
Place your laptop on another surface if the bench is not made of heavy concrete. Wood shooting benches in
particular are notorious for transmitting recoil vibrations sufficient to damage computer mother boards. The
PC should also be located well behind the muzzle of large bore rifles.

2) Start The System
Turn on the PressureTrace II Power Switch. Start the PC and launch the PressureTrace II program. After a
second or two the message window will display Press [Shoot] When Ready.

Click the [Barrel Settings] button, select your barrel from the pop-up menu and click [Save and Use]. Failure
to select the correct barrel or use of barrel definitions that are not correct will produce inaccurate
results.

3) Set/Check Trigger Level
Press the [Shoot] button on the main screen. The program will confirm a strain gage is connected, the voltage
is within limits, set internal module parameters and send the module the command to wait for a shot.
The module then calibrates to the static current flow through the gage. You will note this step repeats after
each shot so heating and expansion of the barrel does not affect pressure readings. The message window will
display Calibrating during this step. Always wait until calibration has completed before taking another shot.
Note: If the system does not finish calibration or hangs with a message saying a strain gage is not
connected, check your wiring. Slight corrosion on contacts can cause current flow through the
gage to be unstable. Pushing plugs in and out several times will often clear this problem. The
provided Test Gage Pen will confirm continuity to the end of the gage cable. Click [End Shots],
connect the test gage pen and click [Shoot]. If the system completes calibration and displays
Waiting For A Shot the cable is OK and the problem should be at the strain gage assembly.
Once calibrated, the message field in the main window changes to Waiting for a shot with the barrel name.

While waiting for a shot, the module constantly checks current through the strain gage looking for a sharp
increase in resistance to determine an actual shot is in process. How high the resistance must increase is
controlled by setting the Sensitivity or Trigger Level. This is a good time to confirm the setting is correct.
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Carefully chamber a round in the rifle. Watch the PC screen for false low level traces
(similar to what can be produced while testing a gage not attached to a barrel). If the
system produces low-level false trace(s) when you close the action, click the [Set
Sensitivity] button to open this window. Increase the sensitivity a few digits and try
again until the false traces stop.
Normally a setting between 5 and 10 will be adequate for most barrels. Occasionally
single shot break-open actions will require a higher setting but settings to 15 are not
unusual. (See the [Pause] menu below.) It will all depend on the smoothness of the
action and how rounds chamber.

4) Capture Your First Shots
The PressureTrace II system is intended to be used while shooting from a proper shootng bench. Attempts to
use the system while shooting off hand with wires dangling will not be successful. Recoil will surely cause
loss of continuity through the strain gage or damage to wiring.
PressureTrace II captures up to 10 shots in a string. Once you are ready to shoot a string, everything is
handled automatically until you are finished so you can concentrate on your shooting.
Take your first shot. As the primer ignites the powder, pressure starts to rise in the cartridge. The module
detects the rising pressure. When it exceeds the trigger level sensitivity, the module collects micro strain data
at a rate of one sample every 10 microseconds. The strain data is then sent to the PC and it waits for another
command from the PC.
The PC program uses information received from the module as well as the data and barrel dimensions to
calculate pressure for each sample in the data string. The pressure is then plotted on screen and the PC sends
another command to the module to capture the next shot or end the string if [End Shots] is clicked. If [End
Shots] is not clicked so the module is allowed to collect the next shot, the module will recalibrate then continue
waiting for a shot. If all goes well and there are no false low level traces, continue the shot string (to 10 shots)
then click [End Shots].
If you see any false low level traces, increase the trigger level setting. If the system failed to see a shot, the
trigger level setting was real high or this is a low-pressure firearm, you may need to reduce the trigger level
setting.
Enter any information you want to save about the rifle, load, etc. in the Title box and Trace Notes. When you
are finished, save the file with a unique file name. You have your first pressure data! If the pressure does not
correspond to pressure reference information you have for the load review the Barrel Settings chapter later in
this document.

Useful Software Features
Pause Capture While Shooting
Maximum expansion of barrel steel due to heating occurs quickly after each shot and is why the system
automatically recalibrates immediately after sending trace data to the PC. It is therefore advisable to keep a
consistent cadence while shooting. Excessive time between shots will allow the barrel to cool and shrink after
calibration so pressure readings will be lower.
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This menu temporarily drops out of data capture mode then recalibrates when continuing a string of shots. It is
a useful feature when you need to interrupt a string to reload without low level false traces, let the barrel cool
or simply ensure maximum accuracy if firing cadence cannot be maintained.
While the program is displaying Waiting for a shot in the message window, the main menu will show a
Pause option. A dialog box will open telling you what is happening. When you are ready to continue, just
press the [OK] button in the dialog box to force recalibration and continuation of the shot string.
The highest module power consumption occurs while it is in data capture mode. Using [Pause] rather than
leaving the system idling in capture mode will save battery power.

Chamber Temperature Recalibration
Since the PressureTrace II system recalibrates and prepares for the next shot immediately after capturing data,
a long period of inactivity on a cold day would allow the chamber to cool enough to affect results.
The system keeps track of the time between shots. After five minutes without another shot the system will
display a dialog asking if you would like to force a recalibration. If you select [Yes], the module will
recalibrate to the current barrel temperature. If you select [No], the system will not ask again until another shot
has been taken or another five minutes have passed.

Deleting A Trace
While shooting you may capture a trace that you don't want to keep. This could happen due to electrical noise,
a load you know is bad, or a low level false trace because the trigger level setting was too low.
A [Delete Last Trace] button appears while you are capturing shots when there is at least one shot visible. Use
this button to delete a trace while capturing shots. Pressing the button multiple times will continue to delete
collected shots until none are left in the string.
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Optimum Barrel Time (OBT)
Optimum Barrel Timing is a method of increasing accuracy based on theoretical barrel resonance. There is
substantial anecdotal evidence to support the effectiveness of the OBT method as developed by Chris Long.
If barrel and cartridge lengths are defined a series of red diamonds will appear at the bottom of the main
window. These are theoretical OBT markers to indicate when a bullet should exit the muzzle. If velocities and
bullet weights are entered for each shot, X s on each trace will mark the bullet exits.

The Long OBT Theory
It has long been known that a barrel moves violently when fired and with care a hand loader can identify
velocities/powder charges that are more accurate. Terms like harmonic nodes and sweet spots have been used
to describe velocities that a barrel seems to prefer for a given mass bullet.
As a shot is fired, the rifle chamber swells then produces an "annular wave" which bounces back and forth
between the muzzle and receiver as a pressure pulse. This "P" wave is like a "doughnut" traveling up and
down the barrel and is by far the most violent motion. Chris Long s contribution was to accurately forecast the
behavior of this P-wave. Interestingly, the profile and diameter of the barrel does not seem to affect this
timing. According to Long, thicker barrels simply have a P-wave of lower amplitude.
The bullet is also being accelerated down the bore into a rapid twist which adds minute spiral motion to the
barrel. The annular P-waves enlarge the inside of the bore slightly so if the bullet exits coincidentally with the
waves at the muzzle, and the muzzle moves to one side, the barrel will behave as if it has a bad crown.
We have heard reports that a European defense contractor photographed this phenomenon with high-speed
film cameras. Not only did they reportedly capture the P-waves opening the muzzle as a bullet exited, but also
slight shifting of the muzzle to one side so exhausting gases kicked the bullet off axis.
Note: Despite what some believe, recoil energy should not be a major factor. Yes, recoil can cause
whipping on the vertical plane but this should occur only after the bullet exits at the muzzle.
Indeed, this is a practical design limitation that prevents ultra-light arms from shooting well.
Finding an optimal load quickly without a chronograph is difficult because the shot to shot velocity deviation
remains unknown. Indeed, once a load produces consistent velocity, anyone can adjust the powder charge to
find the sweet spot but if velocities are all over the place, no combination of components are likely to shoot
well.
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OBT theory explains why this happens. Loads with high velocity deviation should also have inconsistent
bullet exit timing so it is impossible to avoid P-waves at the muzzle. The task of getting exit marks to stack
nicely on top of each other is often the same as achieving single digit velocity deviation.
Recoil brakes, porting and barrel tuning devices often mitigate some of the detrimental effect of P-waves.
Recoil brakes or porting can bleed off venting gas prior to the muzzle exit and some tuning devices may
mechanically dissipate P-waves within threads.
More on Bullet Exit Points
Ambient temperature will effect the powders burn rate. Testing your loads at controlled temperatures will help
determine if ambient temperatures are a potential problem.
Moly coated bullets, hard solids and/or a well worn bore can alter normal bore friction so exit markers are off
slightly. The calculations use fixed bore friction values for lead core copper jacketed bullets. To increase the
accuracy of the exit point calculations (or move their location), you can adjust either the barrel length or
cartridge case length.
Note: The exit markers may be off slightly if your barrel is equipped with a recoil brake,
tuner, or is ported, or you were forced to locate the strain gage in front of the case mouth. It is
possible to adjust the exit markers left or right by changing the case length entered for the
barrel. The case length is only used to determine the bullet s distance of travel to the muzzle.
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Statistics
Statistics are not available while you are shooting. Once a shot string has ended or when viewing a saved trace
file, select Statistics from the View menu or press the [Stats] button.

The left side of the statistics screen shows the individual shot information for each trace (T1 through T10).
The right side shows statistics for the entire shot string.
PSI (Peak Pounds per Square Inch)

Peak PSI is calculated from the strain information collected by
the PressureTrace II unit and chamber dimensions for the barrel.

Area (Area Under the Curve)

The area under the curve is calculated using the velocity
information you enter for each shot, the effective barrel length,
and the pressure curve. This is an indication of the work
performed by the powder (energy) that forces the bullet from the
muzzle. A large value for Area Under the Curve is preferable to
a large peak pressure for a given velocity.

Rise (Rise Time)

The rise time is calculated as the time in microseconds it takes
for the pressure to rise from 25% of the peak value to 75% of the
peak value. This can be taken as an indication of the powder s
burn rate.

Eff% (Efficiency)

Efficiency is a calculated to help indicate the most efficient load
in a string. It is (Area / Peak PSI) * Velocity and indexed from
the highest value shot in the string.
This is based on a general premise that for loads with nearly
identical muzzle velocity, the load with the largest Area and
lowest Peak Pressure is the most efficient. (See "Firearm
Pressure Factors," Wolfe Publishing).
The Efficiency value is useful when comparing loads while
changing only one parameter such as developing a load with
increasing powder charges or seating depth.
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Ave (Average)

The average Peak Pressure, Area and Rise Time.

SD (Standard Deviation)

Standard deviation is a measure of how widely values
are dispersed from the average (the mean).

95%Prob (95% Probability)

A distribution function indicating a 95% probability
that results will be +/- the indicated value. This is a
more accurate number than SD for small samples
because it is weighted for the number of samples in the
string. When you hide one trace in a group of five the
95% probability number will increase.

Hi

Highest value in the group.

Lo

Lowest value in the group.

ES (Extreme Spread)

The difference between the Hi and Lo values.

Traces and Cursors
The PressureTrace II program includes a number of features for reviewing traces and pressure values.
Traces
These check boxes will hide traces from view. When trying to examine a trace in detail, uncheck the
box for trace(s) you want to hide, then press the [Select] button.
Reverse the process to view traces and click the [Select] button again.
By default, all traces are selected at the end of a shot string or when a trace file is loaded.

Cursors
To see pressure values at different points along a trace line, click the radio button for a trace.
Vertical and horizontal lines will appear in the window. The lines identify a point on the trace with
its corresponding pressure value displayed at the top of the window.
Use the mouse or the Right/Left arrow keys to move the vertical cursor line and the Up/Down arrow
keys to select a different trace. Time and Pressure where the horizontal and vertical cursor lines
intersect on the trace is displayed at the top of the window.
To turn off the cursor, press [None] or select a different trace.

Advanced Cursor Function
An advanced cursor mode will help compare pressure and time at two trace points. Select a radio button for
any trace. Use the Left and Right arrow keys to align the vertical cursor with a point you would like to
compare to other traces or another point on the same trace.
Press the TAB key. The normal red cursor lines will change to dotted lines through the reference point with
another set of cursor lines on screen. Use the mouse, Right/Left, or Up/Down arrows to move the cursor. The
difference in pressures between the points will be displayed at the top of the window.
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Once a fixed cursor is displayed (dotted lines) you can
change which two points are fixed by pressing the TAB
key. In this example, the fixed cursor (dotted lines) will
move to the blue T2 trace and the T5 trace will become
moveable.
This feature is useful for adjusting location of the two
identified points. The fixed cursor point will switch
each time the TAB key is pressed.
Turn off the advanced cursor function by pressing the
[None] button.

The File Menu
The PressureTrace II program follows standard convention with a file menu containing Open, Save, Save As,
and Print selections. The PressureTrace II module does not need to be linked to the PC to use the menu.
The default location for saved traces is located in your
Documents/PressureTrace Files/Traces directory. The
program will always look in this directory first for trace files.
When [Open Trace File] is selected, the standard Windows file
dialog opens asking you to select a file. Select the file you want
and the traces will be displayed in the main window with the
name of the file in the title bar.
Barrel definitions entered in the barrel settings window are
stored in your Documents/PressureTrace Files/PTII.ini file.
This is a text file containing everything you have entered to
configure the program. If the barrel used to collect the data is
unknown (not in the PTII.ini file), another window will open displaying the barrel settings.
Once displayed, a graph will not be cleared until you either select [Clear] from the [Chart] menu, press the
[Shoot] button, or select another file to view.
You can only save a trace when there is data to save, the displayed data has changed, or you want to save an
opened file with a different name (Save Trace File As).
Following convention, the menu also includes an item used to print hard copies of data. The [Print Report]
selection opens a print preview screen containing everything in the file. Pressing [Print] will open your printer
selection dialog. Pressing [Close] will close the print preview.
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The Edit Menu
Clear Chart
This item will clear all the displayed traces and any barrel or velocity information. It is performed
automatically whenever you open a saved trace file or press the [Shoot] button.

Copy To Clipboard
You can copy and paste traces directly into other programs that accept bitmap graphics. Microsoft Word,
Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Paint, Microsoft Power Point, Microsoft Front Page and WordPad all accept
bitmaps.
To email a chart using Outlook Express, paste the bitmap into Microsoft Paint, then use File/Save As to save
the graph to a bitmap file. Once saved as a bitmap file, it can be inserted into programs (such as Outlook
Express) that do not support pasting of bitmap graphics.

Shot Date & Time
This item is no longer implemented. The date and time is saved with trace files and is displayed at the top of
the screen when print report is selected from the file menu.

Shot Velocities
PressureTrace II uses the velocity and bullet weight for each shot (with bullet diameter, barrel length, and case
length defined for the barrel) to compute when the bullet exits the muzzle and marks the trace with a small
+ . The time to exit is also used to calculate the area under the pressure curve.
This menu or clicking [Enter Velocities] will open a window to enter or view velocities
previously entered for saved trace files. The bullet weight must also be entered to see
exit marks. In this example shot 3 will not show an exit marker. Click Calculate Exit
Points to add/modify the markers, then save the file.
You can enter velocities while you shoot or add them after a string of shots has been
saved to file. If you enter velocities while capturing shots, the first shot trace in the
string must be good and displayed.
Enter the velocities in Meters Per Second (M/S) if you selected Metric units on the
Program Configuration screen.
If you have not completed the barrel definition you may still record velocities, but full
statistics and exit markers will not be available.

Chart Title
Above the main program window is a text box used to enter titles for your traces. Just insert your mouse
cursor in the test field and type a description.
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Trace Notes
Pressing the [Notes] button on the main window or selecting Trace Notes from the [Edit] menu will open a text
area where you can store unlimited notes about traces. If, when opened the first time, it appears as a title bar
without space to enter text, click on the bottom of the title bar and drag downward to resize the window.

The View Menu
The program s view menu allows control of the vertical pressure and horizontal time scales displayed on
screen and the line weight of plotted traces. These menus do not affect the data that has been collected and can
be changed at any time when the module is not waiting to capture shots.

Normal Resolution
Changes the main window s pressure range to display 80,000 PSI. This setting would be used for most center
fire rifles.

High Resolution
Changes the main window s pressure range to display only 20,000 PSI. This setting is most commonly used
for black powder rifles and shotguns so the vertical scale is accentuated.

1.5 Milliseconds - 2.0 Milliseconds or 3.0 Milliseconds
Most rifles and shotguns will have a bullet muzzle exit time of less than 1.5 milliseconds. Large bore heavy
rifle calibers may require 2 milliseconds with 3 milliseconds reserved for black powder rifles and muzzle
loaders.

Increase/Decrease Line Weight
These menu items increase or reduce the thickness of the line used to plot traces on screen. The feature is
useful when lighting makes it difficult to see a laptop screen.

The Setup Menu
Configure The Program
Opens the window previously used to set the com port and units
of measure.

Barrel Settings
Opens the window previously used to define barrels. Use this window to add new barrels, enter a pressure
correction, add data for a Gage Verification Load, or edit previously entered barrel definitions.
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NOTE: When the PressureTrace II module is connected
and running, all entry fields will be enabled. If the
module is not connected, the software will only allow you
to select barrels and view their characteristics. You will
not be able to make changes or additions.

Notes on correcting chamber dimensions
If you discover that you have entered incorrect chamber dimensions for a barrel, you can correct the error and
recalculate pressure saved in trace files with this procedure.
With the PressureTrace II unit connected to your computer and turned on:
1. Open the Barrel Settings window
2. Enter the correct barrel information
3. Press the [Save and Use] button
4. Open a trace file that was previously captured with that barrel. The program will present you with a
prompt asking if you want to use the barrel information in the trace file or the current barrel
information in barrel settings that you just entered. Choose to use current information for the barrel.
The trace will open with recalculated pressure value.
5. Resave the file with the revised barrel settings to avoid the prompt when the file is opened.

Barrel Notes
Pressing the [Barrel Notes] button opens an empty field used to record information about the barrel.
PSI Correction
PressureTrace II is accurately measuring the radial expansion of the barrel then extrapolated it to units of
pressure. To accomplish this with reasonable precision the gage must be well bonded to the barrel, there must
be movement of the steel to detect, accurate dimensions must be entered and the barrel metallurgy should be
normal.
Even then, if your barrel dimensions and ambient temperature are not the same as those used by a referenced
source, your results will differ. Commercial testing labs follow SAAMI/CIP protocols with so-called tight
test barrels mounted in a universal receiver indoors at room temperature. A correction can be entered to make
the system match other test methods and sources.
For example, a respected load manual suggests a particular recipe should produce 55,000 PSI peak pressure
but PressureTrace II shows it as only 50,000 in your rifle. The discrepancy can easily be due to differences in
chamber size, throating and bore wear; or that your tests were done outside on a cold winter day. To make
PressureTrace II produce 55,000 PSI readings for the load, you simply enter a 5,000 correction for the barrel.
After making this correction all loads of similar pressure fired in the barrel will be increased by roughly 5,000
PSI. This is accomplished by adjusting how microstrains are converted to pressure so everything else fired
from the barrel should more closely match your chosen reference.
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Pressures for many calibers, propellants and bullet combinations are published in printed load manuals and on
line. Here are some general observations about these sources.
Hodgdon On-line Load Center data
A favorite source for many. Extensive calibers and bullet weights. Hodgdon and IMR powders.
Only pressure data for minimum and maximum powder charges. Newest calibers and wildcats can be
less reliable.
Western Powders Load Manual
Ramshot and Accurate powders. Extensive calibers and bullet weights. Their data seems a bit more
conservative (higher) than other sources (may use tight SAAMI barrels). Only pressure data for
minimum and maximum powder charges.
Lyman Rifle & Handgun Manual
Only the most common powders, calibers and bullet weights. Missing many newer calibers and
powders. Only has CUP (copper crusher pressure) data for some old calibers. Identifies the arm or if
a test barrel in universal receiver was used. Only pressure data for minimum and maximum powder
charges.
Lyman Shotgun Manual
We wish they were all like this one. Includes most component combinations with pressure and
velocity. Results match closely provided hulls are new and wad legs are not pre-crushed.
Unfortunately most public reference sources only provide PSI info for a minimum and maximum powder
charge. The increase in peak pressure with increasing powder charge is not linear. In other words, a powder
charge half way between min. and max. is not likely to produce mid-level pressures. As the load density
increases (case closer to full) the rise time to peak pressure shortens, peak pressure increases and the location
of peak pressure within the barrel moves back to the chamber. Especially with single based propellants, the
incremental rise in pressure when approaching max. charge can be rapid. Factory ammo is typically loaded 5
to 10% under maximum for the caliber.
We have no control over a user s ability to accurately measure a barrel or properly glue the strain gage. For
these reasons we must advise everyone to fire ammunition of a known pressure, then enter any difference as a
correction to calibrate the system.
The system CAN be calibrated to produce results identical to that of independent third party labs, even if the
lab follows SAAMI test protocols and the rifle used with PressureTrace II is a production firearm. This allows
manufacturers of commercial ammunition to develop product in production rifles and know what the certified
lab results will be.
Note: PressureTrace II is not designed to determine safe powder charges. Never exceed the maximum load
indicated in reputable load manuals. Never use CUP pressure without conversion to PSI. There are formulae to
estimate PSI from CUP but results may not be accurate for all calibers. (See technical article on-line.)

Environmental Factors
This menu provides a place to store the temperature, barometric pressure, and relative humidity for long
sessions when environmental conditions are stable. The factors are printed in reports and not used for
calculations. Units used are defined in the Program Configuration screen. Environmental factors can also be
saved as individual trace file notes.
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The Verification Menu
WARNING: Strain gage adhesive may deteriorate due to
environmental or chemical factors. Oils, cleaning solvents, even
water, can cause the adhesive to weaken over time. A weakened
adhesive bond may not stretch the strain gage with the barrel so
pressure readings will be low.
The PresssureTrace II program includes a feature called
Verification Loads to help detect a weakened adhesive condition.
Use of the feature is recommended and only involves firing one
round of a standard load for the barrel at the beginning of each shooting session.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select a commercial load you can readily buy or favorite load you can recreate in the future.
Fire the load or ammo and save one trace as a verification load. The peak pressure that was captured
is stored with the date.
Each time you go to the range, fire that same verification load and save the data again.
Check the verification history prior to each use to confirm peak pressures have not changed. If your
adhesive is weakening, the peak pressure value from the verification load will be lower.

Take some care selecting your verification load. It should be a load that you know shoots consistently and is
not likely to change. If you pick a verification load that has inconsistent pressures, the verification data will
always be suspect.

Save Verification Shot
After you have fired one or more rounds of a verification load, use the [Traces] selector to hide all but the most
representative shot in the string and save the shot to the barrels verification history record with this menu. You
can also add individual traces from previously saved files. It is advisable to record the shots in historical
sequence so any trend indicating loosening of the strain gage will be evident.

View Verification Data (History)
The verification history of a barrel is opened with this menu. The graph can only be displayed if more than
one shot has been saved in the verification history. Reduced pressure reading to simulate what might occur
with an adhesive failure.

The Utility Menu
Sensitivity Level
Either the [Set Sensitivity] button or this menu opens a window used to set the module trigger
level. The module must be connected to the PC to change the sensitivity level.

Check Strain Gage Voltage
Displays the strain gage voltage applied to the Wheatstone bridge circuit. This will
vary from unit to unit but should fall between 4.800 and 5.200 volts. If this value starts
to read lower, the batteries may need to be replaced. The program monitors voltage
when not waiting for a shot and if it falls under 4.8 volts, will try to disable the module.
Some battery brands drop voltage upon entering the higher demand capture mode
Don t rely entirely on this feature and change batteries at the first sign of trouble.
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Peak Readout Mode
The Peak Readout feature is for use for special static measuring applications. When
enabled, the module samples every 250 milliseconds and displays results in a
window.
Pressure calculations are based on the currently defined barrel. If you wish to use
this mode to measure some other type of pressure vessel, define a barrel with the characteristics of the vessel
then select the menu and apply pressure to the vessel. Since this is a Peak Reading meter, it will always
show the highest pressure detected.
There are some technical issues when using this feature if the vessel material is not chrome moly steel or has a
thickness unlike a normal barrel. Contact RSI for undocumented features to change the modulus and P.R. or
resolution steps. The Peak Readout Mode must always start with zero pressure in the vessel and can be used to
apply hydrostatic pressure to a barrel for calibration.

The Help Menu
PressureTrace II Help
Opens this document.

Program Information
Opens a window with information about the program version. If the
PressureTrace II unit is connected, information about the unit firmware is also
displayed.
More information is available by pressing the [Tech Info] button. The tech
info is used by support to troubleshoot problems and is not normally accessed
by the end user.
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Typical Traces
You will begin to recognize the “look” of an optimal
load. Pressure will not rise too quickly and the
primary pressure peak is round then gradually falls
off toward the muzzle without additional pressure
events. The following string of shots is a good
example of a “reasonably” good load made with
standard loading tools and fired in a production rifle.
Pressures are consistent and exit markers are clearly
clustered over an OBT mark.
Often the cause of inconsistencies can only be
eliminated through trial and error. Sometimes the
cause may be obvious, other times the cause may
appear as any number of issues.
Next is a classic ignition delay for a load with
low load density. The primer pushes pressure
over 6,000 PSI but delays as long as ¼
millisecond occur for some shots.
The load actually shot well (note the exits are
over OBT markers) and produced single digit
velocity deviation! One might think this is a
good load but the ¼ millisecond ignition delay
is the same as having random action lock
timing.
This can also be caused by bad or weak
primers.
Here is a classic 6PPC benchrest load shot from a cold clean barrel. Until the barrel is fouled, there will be
random pressure variation. Every barrel and caliber will be different. Some will stabilize after as few as 3
shots, others may need 10 or more before pressures stabilize.
The dip on the second trace is a
momentary disconnection under recoil
AFTER the bullet exited.
The dip is not unusual and is often
caused by recoil and/or vibrations
transmitted through the surface of the
bench to wire connections.
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You will discover ways to control the shape of a
pressure curve.
In this example a 30-06 load is identical in all regards
except the distance off the lands. The first three shots
are right on the lands, the next three are 20
thousandths off the lands.
This is obviously why hot hand loads with bullets
seated long should never be shot in another rifle
without first confirming distance from the lands or
pri
mer
s
may
burst.

Secondary pressure events are surprisingly common. This
one is not particularly severe and may work OK for a
hunting load but indicates components are not properly
matched. A slightly faster powder or heavier bullet will
eliminate the secondary event, reduce muzzle flash, and
probably shoot better.
See the technical article on-line for current information regarding this phenomenon.
This series of shots from a 12 gauge shotgun tested the affect
of crimp strength on pressure and how many times the hulls
had been shot.
Note how pressures dropped with each successive use of the
hull and reduced crimp strength.

Firmware
Firmware is a term referring to the code embedded in a microprocessor chip. PressureTrace II modules are
flashable which means they can be reprogrammed by the user with a small application. This is useful should
the firmware can be damaged by power interruption or exposure to a security X-ray field.
Current firmware will always be available at the PressureTrace support page. The firmware that shipped in
your module is also on the CD Rom. To determine the firmware version installed in the module, look in the
Help menu, About PressureTrace.
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Troubleshooting
Communication
The Bluetooth pairing link you created will not start until the computer has fully booted. And starting the link
will take some time even on fast systems. This is no doubt why Microsoft is developing quick start pairing
features for Windows 10.
The best practice when beginning a session is to turn the PressureTrace II module on when the computer is
started and wait for the PC to completely boot (and start the pairing) before launching the PressureTrace II
software. When launched, the bottom of the PressureTrace software’s main window should almost
immediately display “Press Shoot When Ready”. If the Bluetooth com link did not have time to open or failed
you will see:

Windows 10 rarely develops Bluetooth SPP Com problems. When problems do occur they tend to be unique
to the individual system and easy to clear up. Simply delete existing pairings and add PressureTrace II as a
new device again to fix the problem.
NOTE: For some USB dongles Windows will create Com ports for every USB port the dongle is plugged into.
It is therefore advisable to keep things simple and always use the same USB port with a dongle.
If you have recurring problems with broken pairings and/or changing Com ports, check the Com ports in your
device manager. Most systems will only have two Com ports. If you see multiple sets of Com ports, check
your installed apps control panel for old 3rd party Bluetooth driver stack that could be causing conflicts. PC’s
running Windows 10 did ship with 3rd party drivers that are no longer needed.
Bad Connection/Loss of Continuity
If when you press [Shoot] the software indicates “Strain Gage Not Connected” or stays at “Calibrating”, there
is no power through the strain gage and cable or the connection is so unstable the calibration routine cannot
complete.
Insert the test gage pen into the gray cable and try again. If the module calibrates with the test gage pen you
know the cable is good and any problem is in the strain gage. If the module will not calibrate, the gage cable
may have been damaged from recoil, a plug is not fully engaged or a connection is dirty. Push the connections
in and out a few times to clear contacts.
Replacements cables are available on line. A contact cleaner can be used to remove corrosion from contacts
and help keep them clean. One such product is DEOXIT available at Amazon for about $10.
A heavily recoiling firearm is a difficult environment in which to hold electrical connections. Loss of
continuity caused by recoil during a shot is manifest on screen as vertical drops of pressure when power
through the strain gage is lost. The following will help connections withstand heavy recoil.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The strain gage cable panel connector has a locking ring that should be engaged.
Check to ensure that the mating white strain gage plugs are properly connected. They should “snap”
together without excessive force and remain fully engaged.
The gray gage cable should be secured to the arm with the provided Velcro strap.
A strain relief loop between the strain gage and Velcro strap created with a jumper cable or the end of
the grey cable will help avoid disconnection under heavy recoil.
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Low Trigger Level
If you experience a run time error after spurious low level false traces appear at the bottom of the window,
increase the trigger level (“Set Sensitivity” button). If you are shooting a low-pressure arm and cannot get a
trace, the sensitivity setting may be too high and needs to be reduced. Five to 7 is a normal sensitivity setting.
The higher the number, the higher pressure must be before any change to current is accepted as a valid shot. If
a low pressure arm cannot be reloaded without triggering false traces, try using the “Pause” menu.
Bluetooth Drivers
Out of date or third party drivers can cause myriad problems on older versions of Windows. If running version
of Windows older than 10, check your computer manufacturer's web site for recommended Bluetooth software.
Bluetooth dongles sometimes ship with 3rd party drivers only needed for old versions of Windows. If you are
running Windows 7 or newer we recommend trying the generic Microsoft drivers first. Simply plug in the
dongle and let the Windows Hardware Wizard do its thing. The generic Microsoft Bluetooth “SPP” service
supports most dongles.
Windows does not support two Bluetooth radios. Before installing a USB Bluetooth dongle on a system
equipped with internal Bluetooth, the internal Bluetooth chip must be disabled and drivers uninstalled.
Third party Bluetooth drivers can only be fully removed with the “Add/Remove Software” or “Programs
and Features” control panels.
A document “Bluetooth Install.pdf” on the CD and in your Documents\PressureTrace Files folder offers
additional help. The most recent information about Bluetooth driver issues will be available on the
PressureTrace support page at www.shootingsoftware.com/ptsupport.htm.
Firewall Security
Bluetooth can be used for wireless networking between computers so 3rd party Firewall security may block or
slow Bluetooth communication unless the PressureTrace II program is added to a list of approved programs
(exceptions) that can communicate with the PC. The standard firewall included with Windows should not
cause issues.
Corrupted Module Firmware
Quit the PressureTrace II software and turn on the module. If all three lower lights or the data capture light is
on, the module firmware has been corrupted and needs to be restored. A folder on the CD contains a utility to
restore the module firmware with instructions. If only the power light comes on, the module should be OK.
Loose Gage
An excessively hot barrel can cause the glue to detach. A quick test will confirm a loose gage. Reduce the
sensitivity level as low as possible without getting low level false traces. Press down on the gage with your
finger. If you can create low level false traces on-screen by pushing on the gage, the gage has definitely come
loose from the barrel. Carefully inspect the gage to see if there is obvious discoloration of the glue under the
acetate. The glue should be clear or white, not yellow. Gage assemblies that entirely detach from the barrel
may be cleaned with an acetone soaked Q-tip and re-glued.

Support
If you have questions beyond what is covered in this manual, more information is on the support page at the
RSI web site.
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Technical Specifications
PressureTrace II PC Software


System Requirements:
o Windows XP Service Pack 2 or newer
o 5 Megabytes of free hard disk space
o 64 Megabytes of free RAM
o Bluetooth transceiver, internal or USB dongle
o CDROM drive or Internet connection. (Only for installing the program)

PressureTrace II Module











Bluetooth interface
PIC microcontroller clocked at 20 MHz
Accepts Input from any standard 350 , 5 volt (or higher) rated strain gage.
Collects one data point every 10 microseconds.
Collects 300 data points from the beginning of every shot.
Four layer printed circuit board with surface mount components, heavily shielded signal cable,
shielded signal connector, precision components and careful design for high noise immunity.
Custom, proprietary firmware re-zeros (recalibrates) the instrumentation amplifiers and analog to
digital converter, before each shot, to maintain maximum low level sensitivity and dynamic range.
Resolution of 3.7 millionths of a strain (3.7 microstrain)
300 to 80000 PSI range (7.62 NATO dia. Chamber & 1.1 in. O.D. barrel)
May be powered directly from a car cigarette lighter or power point or from a wall transformer with a
9 volt DC, 100 milliamp output. Polarity of the plug from the transformer is important. The plug
should be 2.1mm, center positive.

Bluetooth Device Information
The Bluetooth transceiver used in PressureTrace II has been approved by the FCC and other regulatory
agencies.
 Conforms to FCC, CE and the EMI standards as applicable.
 Modular Approval: FCC ID: T9J-RN42, ICS: 6514A -RN42, CE: 0681
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